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The Future of Work: Humans, Machines, and
Entrepreneurship
We live in a fascinating world and at a fascinating time: few other centuries in

history have seen such revolutionary change as we will see this century. In one

of my previous articles, I looked at a few of the major disruptive technologies

and how they will change the world as we know it, particularly with respects to

work. As research and analysis on the future of work and the workplace

continues, many people are wondering how predicted changes will translate

into real life, or even whether they will have the same kind of job ten years

from now. Work as a concept will change as the role we as humans play

compared to computers and machines changes.

News

UC Berkeley Organizations Launch Blockchain
Startup Accelerator Program
 

On Jan. 28, UC Berkeley launched the Berkeley Blockchain Xcelerator, an

accelerator program open to international participants and designed to guide

and support high-value blockchain startups. The Berkeley Blockchain Xcelerator

was initiated by a collaboration among Blockchain at Berkeley — a blockchain-

focused student organization on campus — UC Berkeley’s Sutardja Center for

Entrepreneurship and Technology, and the Haas School of Business. Read More

Magnetic Insight Raises $18M to Support Commercial

View Article
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Growth of Magnetic Particle Imaging in Cell Therapy,
Vascular and Oncology Applications
 

Magnetic Insight, Inc., a developer and manufacturer of transformational in

vivo imaging platforms, announced a Series A financing led by 5AM Ventures.

The proceeds will allow the company to expand the commercial and operations

teams, scale manufacturing, and develop new application areas for the

technology. Magnetic Insight has commercialized Magnetic Particle Imaging

(MPI), a new in vivo imaging modality that directly detects magnetic tracers,

enabling deep tissue imaging of functional events and pathologies not possible

with current technologies.  Read More

Perks for UC Startups
Routable (founded by Tom Harel - Berkeley 2013) is the simplest way for

companies to send and receive business payments, allowing them to reduce

the time they spend on bookkeeping by up to 70%. With Routable, companies

can start confidently automating their bill payments and invoicing today, on a

system that can help them scale to over 100,000 transactions per month. 

 

For University of California graduates who are now business owners, we are

proud to extend an  offer of no seat charges, and no fees on your first 100

transactions (lasts most teams for a full year). To claim, email "UC Deal" to

uc@routable.com

Meet UC Founders

UC Founder, Shiv, Develops Device to Tackle Chronic
Pain and Give Patients Hope
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Fascinated by how pain works, Shiv

Shukla switched his studies to

neurology, graduated from UC

Davis, and pursued research at UC

San Diego to study chronic pain.

After a breakthrough discovery, he began the journey to bring the technology

to market. After a long, seven-year expedition including back and forth

discussions with investors, cultivating a world-class advisory board, networking

with thousands of people, self-reflection and growth, and 50 or so blown

circuits in his apartment, Shiv is now leading NeuraLace Medical to raise a

second round of financing for clinical trials and FDA approval. Driven by a

passion to change the lives of millions suffering with debilitating chronic nerve

pain, he’s on a mission to bring NeuraLace’s device to market and ultimately

change the industry’s acceptance of chronic pain. Read more

UC Co-founder & CEO, Ana Maria Moreno, of Navega
Therapeutics is a Finalist at San Diego Angel
Conference
 

Navega Therapeutics is a startup that participated

in the UC startup pitch competition. Ana Maria

Moreno, Co-founder & CEO, is currently a PhD

candidate in the Bioengineering Department at

UCSD, where she spent the last four years

developing the platform that enables Navega’s

innovative approach. Navega Therapeutics is

"tackling the opioid epidemic with our patented

gene therapy for chronic pain." Founded in 2018,

Navega Therapeutics Inc. is a preclinical stage

company pursuing a radically different approach to treat chronic pain and
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tackle the opioid epidemic. Our gene therapy platform has the advantage of

being highly specific and long-lasting, which has not been achieved by small

molecules thus far. Our pipeline includes different types of pain to improve the

quality of life of millions of patients. Hear her pitch entry to the UC

Entrepreneur Competition.

Featured Campus Innovation
UCI Applied Innovation: Building a Thriving and
Highly Successful Innovation Hub in 4 Years
"I graduated a long time ago from UC Irvine with a major in computer science.

I started a computer company at age 24, bootstrapped from the beginning,

and sold the company in 1999 after 17 years. I’ve been an angel investor since

1999. I went back to college to get a PhD and teach entrepreneurship, I guess

you could consider I have a second career in academia. I was at Caven for

seven years, then I joined UCI about four and a half years ago."  Read more

– Richard Sudek, Chief Innovation Officer 

UCI Applied Innovation 

Pitch Corner
Campus association: UC Berkeley 

Funding: Series A 

Website: www.valitorbio.com 

 

Valitor (biotechnology) is a developer of new generation drugs designed to

improve the current treatment strategies for a variety of diseases. The

company's drugs act within a targeted diseased tissue and modify therapeutic
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proteins to achieve substantial control over pharmacokinetics, enabling

physicians to treat their patients in an enhanced way.

Campus association: UC Santa Cruz 

Funding: Preseed 

Website: www.growurbavore.com  

 

Urbavore is developing indoor home smart gardens for a vibrant, healthy

lifestyle. The U.S. agriculture sector and supply chain are becoming more

vulnerable to global climate impacts and public health risks (e.g. E. Coli), and

Urbavore mission is to provide food security and affordability to nourish

families and students. Urbavore is making home gardening fun, accessible, and

sustainable. 

 

Interested in being featured in our Pitch Corner Submit your startup here

Upcoming Competitions & Deadlines

Accepting Applications – due
3/13/19
Apply to the H2 Refuel Accelerator, a unique and

innovative corporate accelerator platform lead by

Fraunhofer TechBridge, Greentown Labs and

Urban Future Labs. This program is seeking

innovative technologies and business models to

enhance the adoption of hydrogen infrastructure

and vehicles through cost reduction, reliability

and new capabilities. We are accepting

applications until 5:00 pm EST.
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UC Santa Cruz SVLink
Accelerator – due 3/15 and 4/15
SVLink Accelerator is an incubator space in the

heart of the Silicon Valley, connecting UC-wide

innovation with the Valley to create opportunities

for investment, commercialization and economic

growth. More info.

Apply to Join the 2019
Rosenman Innovators – due
4/18/19
The UCSF Rosenman Institute provides startups

with expertise and mentorship from stakeholders

across the healthcare industry. If you working on

a transformative medical device, diagnostic, or

digital health technology or an early-stage health

technology company (up to and including Series

A investment) based in California, or hold a

senior leadership position based in California? No

university affiliation is required. Register.

VentureWell E-Teams Grant – due
5/8/19
Receive an E-Team grant and get training

through our early-stage innovator training

program. The program provides peer networking,

expert coaching, national recognition, and hands-

on workshops to move your innovation
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forward. Our offerings advance teams through

the pathway they’re likely to take as an innovator

and entrepreneur. More info.

Upcoming Events

Future FoodTech Innovation & Investment
March 21-22, 2019 

San Francisco, CA 

 

The Future Food-Tech summit is an international networking event, bringing

together food brands, entrepreneurs and investors to showcase solutions,

share ideas and create new alliances. From personalized nutrition, alternative

distribution channels and AI, to plant-based proteins and the role of food in
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health, our 60-strong speaking faculty will define the most effective routes to

market and the collaborative partnerships needed to scale innovation and drive

the sector forward.The Summit is acclaimed as the most international

gathering of food business leaders, VC investors and food-tech innovators to

transform innovation and investment in food. More info.

Innovate to Grow 2019
May 17, 2019  

UC Merced, CA 

 

Innovate to Grow is the bi-annual showcase of UC Merced student ingenuity

and entrepreneurship. Save the Date for our Spring 2019 event, which is

scheduled on Friday, May 17, 2019. Everyone – the campus community and the

public – is invited to Innovate to Grow (RSVP site is scheduled to go live in

March 2019) to see the amazing results of student teams from our signature

programs: (1) Capstone Innovation Design Clinic (2) Engineering Service

Learning and (3) Mobile App Challenge (which will feature in our Spring

edition). The work these teams perform will have long-lasting implications, not

only for the students and partnering organizations, but also for the wider

community, the state, the nation and, potentially, the world. More info.
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Bio International Convention 2019
June 3 - 6, 2019  

Philadelphia, PA 

 

The BIO International Convention is hosted by the Biotechnology Innovation

Organization (BIO). BIO represents more than 1,100 biotechnology companies,

academic institutions, state biotechnology centers and related organizations

across the United States and in more than 30 other nations. BIO members are

involved in the research and development of innovative healthcare,

agricultural, industrial and environmental biotechnology products. Register by

April 12.
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Nanotech Conference & Expo Date
June 17-19, 2019 

Boston, MA

Join us in Boston Massachusetts for the 21st annual Nanotech 2019 Conference

& Expo, co-located with the TechConnect World Innovation Conference, AI

TechConnect and SBIR/STTR Innovation Conferences. On behalf of our

symposium organizers we warmly invite you to submit your research abstract

and participate in this exciting international event.  More info.

UC Campuses Innovation Highlights

UC Berkeley’s Research Fellows Highlighting Disease
by Making the Body Transparent
It’s still some years off, but Steven Conolly aims to see disease in a totally new

way. He leads research on an emerging Magnetic Particle Imaging (MPI)

technology... Read More

UC Berkeley’s Assistant Professor researches
Beyond Hormonal Birth Control
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Nearly 40 percent of women worldwide stop using birth control pills within a

year – mainly due to side effects such as depression, weight gain, bleeding

between periods and blood clots. Read More

Berkeley Lab Startup Whisker Labs Launches Fire
Prevention Device
Whisker Labs', Ting, plugs into an electrical outlet to monitor home electrical

systems for fire hazards and changes in voltage or frequency potentially

damaging to electronics and appliances. Whisker Labs, a startup based on

LBNL technology, was acquired by Earth Networks in 2017. Read more

Inari Adds Powerful Plant Breeding Tools Through
Exclusive License to UCLA Epigenetics Patents
Inari, a company that is revolutionizing plant breeding by tapping natural

genetic diversity, announced it has secured exclusive patent licenses for

epigenetics from the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Read more

Murrieta Genomics and University of California
Riverside Partner to Foster Genomic Research and
Commercialization
Murrieta Genomics, the genomic sequencing business incubator, has executed a

Memorandum of Understanding with UC Riverside’s Research and Economic

Development Office to assist researchers and entrepreneurs in developing and

commercializing genomic-related applications in healthcare, agriculture and

other areas of social importance. Read more
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Why this UC Riverside student’s T-shirt business was
just the start
The first T-shirt that Kubrat “Kubi” Salaam ever made featured a simple

bubble-letter design etched out using pen and paper. She crafted it for her

father. Read More

UC Riverside’s Small Business Development Center
gets $25,000 donation
UC Riverside’s Small Business Development Center has received a $25,000

donation from MUFG Union Bank Foundation in support of its programs aiding

technology entrepreneurs. Read more

Expanding the UC Riverside’s School of Medicine
Key to Solving California’s Doctor Shortage
Our state is facing a health care crisis. We don’t have enough doctors. In fact,

California will be short 4,700 primary-care physicians by 2025 and 8,800 by

2030. Those shortages will certainly expand as the state’s population continues

to age and grow...Read more

Awards Help UC Riverside Faculty Commercialize
Inventions
The Office of Research and Economic Development at UC Riverside has

awarded three faculty research projects proof of concept grants to help them

move new technologies from the laboratory to the marketplace. Read more
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UC Riverside researchers on ‘When life gives you
sour lemons, use genetics to find out why’
The identification of genes responsible for sour taste in citrus fruit may enable

the creation of new, sweeter varieties, UC Riverside researcher find. Read more

Clinical Trial for Alzheimer’s Drug Happening at UC
San Diego
Around 5.7 million Americans are living with Alzheimer's disease, and that

number is expected to triple by 2050 without prevention or a cure. But there's

an intriguing nationwide Alzheimer's clinical trial happening in San Diego. Read

more

UC San Diego Professor’s Company, Cytonus, Aims
to Revolutionize the Fight Against Cancer and
Inflammatory Diseases
Cytonus Therapeutics Inc. announced today that it has developed Cargocytes™

a first-of-its-kind, controllable, cell-based platform technology for delivery of

biologics. Read more

ALERTWildfire Cameras Supported by UC San Diego
Improve Situational Awareness During Wildfire
Events
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A multi-hazard camera technology developed at the University of California San

Diego and the University of Nevada, Reno that improves fire detection and

response capabilities is expanding to include 70 cameras in high fire risk areas

throughout Southern California. Read more

UCSF Researchers Call Out Brain Health
Supplements as 'Pseudomedicine'
Dietary supplements that purport to improve brain health are

"pseudomedicine," according to a recent paper published in JAMA by a team of

UCSF researchers. Read more

UC San Francisco Research Study Finds Google
Translates Doctor’s Orders into Spanish and Chinese
with Few Significant Errors
In multicultural areas like San Francisco, doctors are increasingly looking to

Google Translate to provide written instructions... Read more

UC Santa Cruz Genomics Institute Launches Brain
Research Project
UCSC engineers and genomics experts are partnering with UCSF

neuroscientists to develop new technology for studying human brain evolution

and development. Read more

Quicklinks Be Featured!
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UC Incubators & Accelerators 

Innovation Support & Funding 

Innovation Training &

Education 

UC Technologies Available for

Licensing 

Technology Commercialization:

Campus Offices 

UC Innovation Impact

Do you have news to share? Would

you like to be featured as a UC

founder? Is there an upcoming event

you’d like us to include? Send us an

email!

Not Subscribed?

Tweet Share Share Forward

For more information, please contact: 
Samantha.Cardoso@ucop.edu 

 
Our mailing address is:

1111 Franklin St, Oakland, CA 94607 
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